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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the outcomes of the Anglo American Socio-Economic 
Assessment Toolbox (SEAT) community consultation process conducted between 
August and October 2018 for Anglo American’s Dawson Mine. 

The purpose of this report is to document the findings of the SEAT consultation 
process, provide feedback to participants and document our commitment to deliver 
more sustainable, locally focused and transparent benefits in partnership with the local 
community. This is the third SEAT process undertaken for Anglo American operations 
in Dawson.
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But we know we can do more.

Our purpose is to re-imaging mining to improve 
people’s lives, and we apply this to the way we 
operate in our communities too.

To ensure we create shared value, we follow 
Anglo American’s Social Way, a governing 
framework for how we act as a community 
member. As part of Social Way, all Anglo 
American-managed operations are required 
to conduct a comprehensive Socio-Economic 
Assessment Toolbox (SEAT) process every 
three years. 

Anglo American was the first mining company 
to adopt this kind of approach, and it reflects 
our commitment to partnership and open, 
honest engagement with our stakeholders.

Throughout the SEAT process, we engaged 
with a wide range of community members, 
listening to your views about the impacts of our 
organisation on your local areas. Importantly, 
we also heard your priorities for our future 
investment, and drew on this feedback to help 
determine our way forward over the next few 
years.

This report provides a snapshot of the key 
matters raised by the community and sets out 
our socio-economic investment priorities for 
the years ahead. We are proud to share it with 
you, and to continue to engage closely with our 
communities.

Tyler Mitchelson

CEO Metallurgical Coal
Anglo American

A message from CEO 
Metallurgical Coal business,  
Tyler Mitchelson
As one of Central Queensland’s major 
employers, we understand the importance of 
community. 

Our operations directly and indirectly provide 
employment for thousands of people across 
Queensland, particularly in the areas where 
we operate around Moranbah, Middlemount, 
Moura, Banana and Theodore. We don’t just 
operate alongside communities – we’re part 
of them.

It’s my firm belief that our communities 
should benefit from our presence, and at 
Anglo American, we’re committed to making 
that happen.

Our goal - and a key pillar of Anglo 
American’s Sustainable Mining Plan - is to 
support thriving communities, for the benefit 
of our people, their families, their commuities 
and local economies. 

We have a proud history of supporting 
local sustainable development initiatives, 
with a targeted social investment and 
donations policy that aims to improve 
health and education services and facilities, 
and increase the liveability of our host 
communities. 

Over the last few years we’ve provided 
ongoing support for organisations such as 
RACQ CQ Rescue Service, which delivers 
life-saving aeromedical and emergency 
helicopter rescue services across Central 
Queensland; Queensland Minerals and 
Energy Academy Skills Camp, which provides 
training and skill development sessions for 
students; the Moura Miners Memorial, paying 
tribute to those who lost their lives in mining 
disasters; and many other local health, 
education and community service providers. 

To support regional economies, we have 
a policy that encourages sustainable, 
responsible local procurement. In 2017-2018 
financial year, Anglo American’s Metallurgical 
Coal business invested heavily in locally-
sourced and state-based procurement with 
73% of our spend occurring in Queensland.
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This report presents the findings of a study to assess the 
socio-economic impacts of Anglo American’s Dawson Mine 
and the Coal Handling and Preparation Plant (CHPP). The 
study was guided by the Socio-Economic Assessment 
Toolbox (SEAT) Version 3.

1.1 Background
To be productive, safe, responsible and sustainable, 
Anglo American’s operations must live alongside thriving 
communities. The business has the potential to contribute 
to the sustainable development of regions and improve the 
prospects of those who are touched by our operations.

To create shared value, the company follows Anglo 
American’s Social Way, a governing framework for social 

performance. It sets out clear requirements for all Anglo 
American-managed sites to ensure that systems are in 
place to: 

• Engage with affected and interested stakeholders

• Avoid, prevent, mitigate and where appropriate, 
remediate adverse social impacts

• Maximise development opportunities. 

As part of Social Way, all Anglo American managed 
operations at all phases of development are required to 
conduct a comprehensive Socio-Economic Assessment 
Toolbox (SEAT) process every three years, which provides 
a governing framework for managing social performance. 

INTRODUCTION
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This report presents the findings of a study to assess the 
socio-economic impacts of Anglo American’s Dawson 
Mine, including Coal Handling and Preparation Plant 
(CHPP) and associated infrastructure. The study was 
guided by the Socio-Economic Assessment Toolbox 
(SEAT) Version 3.

1.1.1 Divestment process
In 2016, Anglo American initiated a divestment process for 
all coal assets in Australia to reduce net debt and realign 
the company’s balance sheet. As a result, community 
activities and contributions were significantly reduced 
during this period. However, Anglo American continued to 
support several local initiatives, including: 

• Moura kindergarten and hospital support funding, as 
well as the Moura Miners Memorial

• Middlemount Youth Centre activities and programmes, 
and the Middlemount Race Club event

• Funding the Queensland Music Festival Isaac Project, 
providing concerts with local entertainers

• Sponsorship of the RACQ CQ Rescue Service, which 
delivers life-saving aeromedical and emergency 
helicopter rescue services to the Central Queensland 
community, including our employees and their families

• Sponsorship for the Queensland Minerals and Energy 
Academy Skills Camp, which conducts training and 
skill development sessions for our industry in the 
region.

In May 2017, Anglo American reversed the divestment 
decision, announcing its decision to remain in Australia 
with a specific focus on metallurgical coal assets in 
Queensland’s Bowen Basin.

1.2 Structure of report
The first section of this report consists of an introduction to 
the SEAT process utilised by Anglo American sites globally. 
It sets out the objectives and the approach applied, as well 
as identifying the stakeholders consulted during the SEAT 
assessment process, in late 2018.

Following this, Dawson Mine is profiled to highlight 
details including site location, employment, future capital 
investment and expansion plan, existing closure plans and 
other economic activity in the region.

This report then identifies existing social management 
initiatives and key community investments made within the 
Dawson community (Moura, Theodore, Banana).

Finally, the current socio-economic impacts (both positive 
and negative) of the Dawson Mine on the surrounding 
community are presented and the key social management 
focus areas for the following three-year period 2019 – 
2021 are identified.

Information from this report will be incorporated into Anglo 
American’s internal Social Performance Strategy and 
Socio-Economic Development Strategy, which guide the 
business on social investment and performance. 

1.3 Acknowledgements
Anglo American thanks all stakeholders who contributed to 
this SEAT process, whether through provision of data and 
information, completion of surveys or participation in one-
on-one interviews or focus groups.
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OBJECTIVES  
AND APPROACH

2.1 Objectives
The objectives of the SEAT process are to:

• Improve Anglo American’s understanding of our  
socio-economic impacts, both positive and negative

• Identify the key social and economic issues that need 
to be managed in the local community

• Build a meaningful dialogue with stakeholders to 
gather feedback on social initiatives, the socio-
economic effects of core business activities and co-
identify where improvements might be made

• Develop a plan for managing the operation’s social 
and economic impacts, including social investment and 
ensure capacity

• Scope goals and indicators to track impact moving 
forward.

2.2 Approach
The SEAT assessment is a continual improvement 
process that allows Anglo American to assess and 
enhance social-economic practice. It is not driven by 
legislative requirements but forms a key pillar of Anglo 
American’s global Sustainability Strategy – Creating 
thriving communities. Furthermore, FutureSmart Mining™ 
is our innovation approach and enables our businesses to 
reinforce positive contributions.

There are seven steps to a SEAT cycle (as illustrated in 
diagram). Broadly these include understanding where we 
operate and our impacts, prioritising social performance 
issues and then putting improvement plans into practice. 
Stakeholder engagement is key through-out. This report 
(step 7) summarises findings from direct engagement 
with stakeholders, analysis of business data and internal 
reviews and discussions on the appropriateness of current 
procedures along with future priorities.
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One of the core objectives of the SEAT process is 
to assess existing social management initiatives and 
investment, provide feedback on their success and 
suitability, and to identify where improvements might be 
made.

As part of the company’s alignment with international best 
practice, the Dawson operations follow Anglo American’s 
Social Way policy. The policy outlines a governing 
framework for social performance including responsibilities 
for leaders to follow its core principles of:

• Delivering a lasting positive contribution to 
communities

• Managing risks and impacts 

• Respecting human rights

• Engaging with affected and interested stakeholders

• Empowering vulnerable and marginalised groups

• Integrating social performance within relevant 
departments and activities within the operation.

Anglo American’s commitment as part of this policy is 
to conduct SEAT assessments and deliver reports every 
three years and to report regularly on progress made 
to stakeholders. Commitments made in this report are 
delivered through:

• Direct benefits flowing from core operations: including 
local employment, local procurement, housing, public 
tax contributions, skills and competencies investment

• Indirect impacts created through suppliers’ and 
employees’ spend in communities

• Community Social Investment (CSI) – resources (time, 
money, skills and physical assets) invested to address 
community need.

In conducting our core activities and social investment we:

• Maintain Stakeholder Engagement Plans (SEPs)

• Implement an external complaints and grievance 
mechanism

• Action Culture and Heritage Management Plans 
(CHMPs) with Traditional Owners and the local 
authorities

• Maintain a local supplier policy. 

These processes are described in more detail in the 
mechanisms to manage social performance section below.

Anglo American’s stakeholder engagement team oversees 
the SEAT process with support from all appropriate site 
level functions.

 

2.3 Stakeholder engagement undertaken 
during the SEAT process
Anglo American engaged Ernst & Young (EY) to conduct 
stakeholder engagement to support the SEAT process 
from August to October 2018. This process involved 
community engagement through focus groups with 
community stakeholders, as well as online and hard-copy 
surveys. Community engagement was conducted through a 
range of different methods:

• Focus groups held with community stakeholders

• Hard-copy and online surveys

• ‘Ideas station’ input from Dawson employees as well as 
Moura State High School students

• Face to face interviews at the Moura Coal & Country 
Festival.

The purpose of the stakeholder engagement was to hear 
about issues of concern to community stakeholders, and to 
receive feedback on the effectiveness of Anglo American’s 
community activities.
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Age of survey respondees

Gender of survey respondees

>9 15-24 25-44 45-64 65-80

Female  Male

2.3.3 Dawson Mine stakeholders
Stakeholders are individuals, groups or organisations that 
either affect or are affected by the activities and operations 
of the Dawson Mine. They can be categorised as impacted 
stakeholders (affected parties) and then alongside these 
are representative groups which may be authorities or 
interest groups. Specifically, the stakeholders of the 
Dawson mine include:

Impacted stakeholders:

• Dawson Mine contractors and employees

• Young people and student residents

• Vulnerable groups: Older residents, Culturally and 
Linguistically Diverse (CALD) & differently abled

• Local business owners

• Traditional Owners (local)

• Neighbours (landowners and leaseholders)

• Anglo American tenants

• Regional residents/local community

• Dawson Mine suppliers

• Local service providers

• Emergency services

• Health services

• Education and childcare service

Highly influential representative stakeholders:

• Banana Shire Council

• State and Federal Government

• Unions

• Media (local, state and national).

2.3.1 Focus groups
EY conducted several focus groups with stakeholders, 
which were attended by 44 participants. The aims of the 
focus groups were to:

• Define resilience in a thriving Moura/Banana/
Theodore community

• Identify outcomes and impacts relating to Anglo 
American’s activities experienced since the previous 
Dawson SEAT Report

• Identify existing strengths and resources that exist 
in the community to achieve broader community 
outcomes

• Identify resources Anglo American could contribute

• Understand key concerns of the community.

2.3.2 Survey participants
One hundred and seventy-six (176) survey responses were 
received.

Figure 1: Age of Dawson survey respondees

Figure 2: Gender of Dawson survey respondees
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Anglo American’s Metallurgical Coal 
business is part of the Anglo American 
group, and currently operates and 
manages five metallurgical coal mine 
sites in the Bowen Basin, in Central 
Queensland.

In the Moura area, Anglo American 
operates the Dawson open cut 
metallurgical coal mine operation, as 
part of a joint venture between Anglo 
American (51%) and Mitsui Holdings 
(49%). The company is a major employer 
in the region, and has built a strong 
presence in the community. Anglo 
American intends to make a continued 
positive impact on the local community, 
and actively contributes to improving 
services and facilities in the area.

PROFILE OF 
DAWSON MINE
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3.1 Operational information
Dawson Mine is an open cut 
metallurgical coal mine operation made 
up of three operating pits – North, 
Central and South. It commenced 
operations in 1961 and is one of the 
oldest coal mining operations in Central 
Queensland. Anglo American acquired 
its interest in the mine in May 2002, as 
part of an alliance with Mitsui. Dawson 
Mine is a joint venture between Anglo 
American (51%) and Mitsui Holdings 
(49%), and is operated by Anglo 
American.

Dawson Mine was the first mine in 
Queensland and Australia to export 
coal to Japan in 1961 and was the 
first mine to introduce draglines into 
its operations in 1963. Each year, 
Dawson Mine produces coking, soft 
coking and thermal coal, using open 
cut and high wall mining methods. 
Coal is railed to Gladstone for export 
to Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and 
India.

In 2017, Anglo American produced 
close to 4 million tonnes of 
metallurgical coal at Dawson Mine. 
The mine employs around 1,300 
employees and contractors and is 
estimated to have a remaining mine 
life of 18 years.
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3.2 Location
Dawson Mine is in the southern part of the Bowen Basin in Central Queensland, within the 
Federal electorate of Flynn, Queensland electorate of Callide and Banana Shire Council local 
government area.

The mine is located near the townships of Moura, Banana and Theodore, approximately  
12 kilometres east of Moura and 180 kilometres west of Gladstone.

3.3 Future capital investments and 
expansion plans
Dawson Mine continues to invest in the development and 
expansion of its operation to ensure its future sustainability. 
Expansion plans exist for the mine, which include an 
extension of the existing open cut mining areas within 
the existing mine leases as well as a permanent diversion 
of the Kianga Creek within the Dawson mining lease to 
enable mining to continue beyond 2020.

Further detail is provided below.

Kianga Project

A permanent diversion of Kianga Creek within the existing 
Dawson mining leases, enabling mining to continue 
beyond 2020. This would open up coal west of the current 
diversion and replace the current temporary diversion 
channel which was built in mid-1970. The project is 
currently under study.

Three Chain Road project

Construction of Three Chain Road will re-establish 
connectivity across the Dawson Mine site. The road will 
connect Gibihi Road east of the mine site to the Dawson 
Highway and the exit onto the Dawson Highway will be 
redeveloped to increase access and safety for heavy and 
light vehicles. Construction is planned to commence in 
early 2019 and be completed by the end of the year. The 
project will incorporate the placement of a tourist viewing 
platform.
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3.4 Existing closure plans

3.4.1 Life of mine
Dawson Mine’s remaining life of mine, based on current 
rates of production, known reserves, commodity prices 
and numerous other factors, is approximately 18 years. 
Anglo American recognises the need for long-term mine 
completion planning, to achieve the goal of leaving a 
positive legacy in the form of a sustainable region after the 
completion of mining activities.

3.4.2 Mine completion
Mine completion planning is fundamental for mining 
operations and is designed to mitigate potential impacts 
of mine closure. In Australia, requirements for mine 
completion are set out in federal and state legislation, and 
industry guidelines. Mine completion ultimately determines 
what is left behind as a benefit or a legacy for future 
generations, but also suggests ways to foster economic 
independence for local businesses as well as ways to best 
utilise the mine’s infrastructure and land, once rehabilitated. 
Anglo American has developed a mine closure toolbox 
to assist mine completion plans for various stages of 
operations. These plans aim to:

• Leave a sustainable positive legacy within the Moura, 
Theodore and Banana communities

• Attain a closure certificate from relevant authorities 
without conditions attached

• Make closure planning part of its operational 
philosophy and integrate mine closure planning in its 
strategic business plans

• Undertake effective stakeholder engagement as 
a key component of mine closure planning and 
implementation. 

3.5 Surrounding business environment 
and regional economic activity
Dawson Mine is in the Bowen Basin which contains one 
of the largest deposits of bituminous coal in Australia, and 
some of the highest quality metallurgical coal reserves in 
the world. In addition to coal, the region contains significant 
mineral, gas and other extractive resources. Growth in the 
resources sector is expected and is supported by existing 
and proposed investment in infrastructure  
(such as electricity, water, rail road and pipelines 
to Gladstone Port) (Central Queensland Regional 
Organisation of Councils n.d). 

The Bowen Basin also has a diverse agriculture economy, 
particularly beef cattle grazing and grain farms. A large 
portion of Australia’s export grade beef originates from the 
region. Apart from Anglo American, other major employers 
include the Biloela Teys Brothers Meat Processing 
Facility, Callide Power Station, Queensland Nitrates Plant, 
Education Queensland, Queensland Health, and the 
Banana Shire Council.
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4.1 Existing social management activities, 
including current stakeholder list
Anglo American’s previous Dawson SEAT Report (2012 – 
2014) identified five priority areas for social performance: 
health, environment, accommodation, education and 
childcare, and community services.

In 2016, Anglo American initiated a divestment process 
for all coal assets in Australia, as part of a global effort 
to reduce net debt and realign the company’s balance 
sheet. As a result, community activities and contributions 
were significantly reduced during this period. However, in 
mid-2017 the decision was reversed, with the organisation 
committing to maintaining its Queensland operations and 
further investing in local communities and economies. 

Throughout this period, Anglo American continued 
to support several local initiatives, making more than 
$200,000 in community investments from 2015. Major 
achievements included: 

• Opening of a community shopfront to improve access 
and interaction with local residents

• Creation of Dawson Community Reference Forum

• Donation of funds to the Moura Community Progress 
Group to assist in the completion of the Moura Miners 
Memorial

• Support for community events like the Moura Coal and 
Counrty Festival, the Theodore Show Society and the 
Spindles and Spurs Campdraft

• Appointment of a Community Relations Specialist.

EXISTING SOCIAL 
PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT AND 
INVESTMENT
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4.1.1 Current stakeholder list
The current stakeholder list for Dawson Mine is 
included below.

• Dawson Mine contractors and employees

* Anglo American employees

* Union representatives (AMWU, CFMEU, ETU)

* Converge International

• Young people and student residents

* Banana State School

* Moura State School

* Theodore State School 

* P&C Associations

* Moura Child Care Centre Inc

* Theodore Early Childhood Centre

• Vulnerable groups: Older residents, Culturally and 
Linguistically Diverse (CALD) & differently abled

* Blue Care Moura Community Care

* Endeavour

* Callide Dawson Special Needs Group

• Local business owners

* Moura Chamber of Commerce

* Theodore Chamber of Commerce

* Banana Shire Business Network

• Traditional Owners (local)

* Gangulu people

* Wulli Wulli people

• Neighbours of Dawson Mine

* Landowners and leaseholders

• Anglo American tenants

• Regional residents/local community

* Banana Shire Council

* Theodore Show Society

* Moura Community Advisory Group

* Moura Community Progress

* Moura Coal and Country Association

• Dawson Mine suppliers

* Spotless Facilities Management

• Emergency services (Hospital, SES, QAS,  
Police, Rural Fire Service)

* Officer in Charge

* Fire and Rescue Services

* Moura and Theodore Police

* Banana Shire Council: Local Disaster  
Management Group (LDMG)

* Willawa Rural Fire Brigade

• Health services

* Moura and District Health Care Association 

* Moura Hospital Auxiliary

* Moura Community Advisory Group

• Education and childcare service

* Banana State School

* Moura State School

* Theodore State School

* P&C Associations

* Moura Child Care Centre Inc

* Theodore Early Childhood Centre

• Banana Shire Council

• State and Federal Government

• Unions

• Media (local, state and national).

4.2  Existing socio-economic benefit 
delivery

4.2.1  Approach to Community Social Investment  
(CSI) programs

Anglo American works with community stakeholders to 
co-define what a thriving community looks like, and what 
is required to achieve it. Working to address the specific 
needs of regional communities in Queensland, Australia, 
Anglo American has used its site Community Social 
Investment (CSI) program funds to support community 
driven initiatives which respond to priority SEAT areas.

Following the consultation process in 2011, the key issues 
raised by stakeholders were categorised into the following 
areas:

• Health

• Environment

• Accommodation

• Education and childcare

• Services.

CSI spend has been focused on delivering outcomes to 
the community in these areas. However, significant new 
non-essential expenditure was put on hold while Anglo 
American reviewed its long-term mine investment strategy 
(see section 4.1).
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4.2.2 CSI application process
Site management sets the budget for CSI spend each year. 
Advertisements for CSI applications are placed twice yearly 
in local newspapers, and application forms are provided to 
interested parties on request. Anglo American employees 
are available to assist interested parties in completing 
applications, if necessary. The community team and a 
site committee assess CSI applications against priorities 
identified during the SEAT process, as well as against 
Anglo American internal business integrity requirements. 
Following this, applicants are notified of the outcome.

Anglo American conducts internal audits for compliance 
with the social investment and donations policies which 
include a business integrity audit. In addition, an annual 
third-party audit is undertaken by Anglo American on 
randomly selected business units and projects.

Figure 4: Dawson CSI spend (2015-2017)

Figure 5: Dawson distribution of CSI spend 2015-2018

Dawson’s CSI spend decreased from 2015 to 2016, 
because of the Anglo American’s divestment process 
(section 4.1), but then doubled from 2016 to 2017. 

CSI spend is divided into six areas: 

• Capacity development

• Education and training

• Sport, arts, culture and heritage

• Community development – Other

• Health and welfare

• Other.

The largest areas to receive funding between 2015 – 2017 
were ‘education and training’ and ‘sports, arts, culture and 
heritage’. Within the category of ‘education and training’, 
grants were primarily provided to the school and childcare 
centre for events and facilities. Within the category of 
‘sport, arts, culture and heritage’, funding was largely 
directed to community events and sports equipment.

Capacity development

Education and training

Sports, arts, culture and heritage

Community development - other

Health and welfare

Other

11

7

2321

5

Dawson Annual CSI Spend

Distribution of CSI Awards
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4.2.3 Mechanisms to manage social performance
The table below summarises the tools, processes and mechanisms used by 
Anglo American to ensure social performance is integrated into operations.

MECHANISM DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVE

Community Relations Specialist In 2018, Anglo American employed a Moura Community Relations 
Specialist. 

The purpose of the role is for the development and delivery of key 
social performance initiatives to directly contribute to the maintenance 
and enhancement of Anglo American’s social licence to operate. A 
key part of the role will also be strengthening relationships with local 
stakeholders.

Stakeholder Engagement Plan Dawson maintains a database and plan for proactively engaging with 
stakeholders including community representatives. 

The aim is to maintain two-way communication and ensure Anglo 
American listens to the concerns and interests of stakeholders as well 
as sharing information on the business.

Dawson Community Reference Forum The Dawson Community Reference Forum was established to provide 
an ongoing way for Anglo American to connect with the community 
about operational, community and other related matters. 

The forum comprises members of the local community representing 
various industry sectors and community groups. It will provide 
recommendations to Anglo American on the allocation of the $1 
million Moura Community Fund, which will be provided to the Moura 
community over two years (2018 to 2019). The Fund was provided 
by the mine, as part of our recognition of the social impacts resulting 
from the closure of Gibihi Road, and it is available for projects that 
will provide economic stimulus or enhance the amenity of Moura. This 
funding is over and above Anglo American’s ongoing and existing 
community commitments across the region.

Cultural Heritage Management In May 2011, Anglo American representatives met with one of the 
Traditional Owner groups of the Dawson Mine, the Gangulu people, to 
sign the Cultural Heritage Investigation and Management Agreement 
for the mine following a two-year negotiation process. 

The plans formalise Anglo American’s ongoing commitment to the 
protection and management of the Gangulu cultural heritage at the 
mine, and ongoing effective communication. Regular meetings are held 
with Traditional Owners to discuss and resolve issues.

Complaints and Grievance Procedure An effective, fair and transparent instrument for recording, handling 
and resolving complaints and grievances of stakeholders is an 
important part of Dawson Mine’s stakeholder engagement framework. 
The intention is to address stakeholder concerns using tools that are 
standardised across Anglo American.

Anglo American’s Dawson operations have a Social Incidents and 
Complaints Procedure that can be accessed online or from the 
community shopfront. In addition, an external reporting service, Speak 
Up, is operated by an independent third party, Deloitte Tip-Offs 
Anonymous, and the service can be reached by phone, email, fax, post 
or via the Speak Up website: www.speak-up-site.com.

Life of Mine Plan Long-term plans that considers the social, environmental and economic 
legacy of the mine are in place to maximise value for all stakeholders at 
all points in the mines’ lifecycles.

Local Procurement Local procurement is of strategic importance to Anglo American. 
It plays a key role in securing and maintaining our right to mine, 
developing thriving and healthy host communities, creating efficiencies 
in our supply chain and ensuring reliable access to critical supplies. 
Anglo American’s policy is for sustainable, responsible local 
procurement that positively contributes to a resilient supply chain and 
the economic and social development of the communities in which 
we operate, and this is policy is enacted by enabling access by local 
businesses to supply chain opportunities that arise from the presence 
of our projects and operations. Anglo American comply with the 
Queensland Resources and Energy Sector Code of Practice for Local 
Content 2013 and report bi-annually to QRC on local content spend.
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MECHANISM DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVE

Anglo American Housing Anglo American provides housing to ensure the company can attract 
and retain employees. This is essential to successful operations 
because it ensures employees have access to accommodation that is 
in line with the market standard and pricing. Anglo American housing 
incentives include rental subsidies for open market rental agreements.

Health, Safety and Environment Recognising that individuals should not incur injury or sickness 
through their employment, Anglo American’s vision is to achieve Zero 
Harm to our workforce, including contractors through the effective 
management of occupational health and safety risks within and around 
our operations. 

Anglo American seeks to minimise impact on the environment by 
designing, building, operating, rehabilitating and closing all our 
operations in an environmentally controlled and responsible manner 
that minimises pollution and eliminates where possible or prevents 
irreversible environmental impacts.

Social and Human Rights The Dawson operation has carried out a baseline risk assessment 
of the establishment, operation, support services, new projects and 
decommissioning of the whole operation. The risk assessment looks at 
social and human rights risks as a result of operations and establishes 
a set of controls to mitigate potential unwanted events.

Community Services Leave Anglo American employees have duties and responsibilities in the 
workplace, in their family environment and in the community in which 
they live. Community services leave recognises the need for employees 
to undertake these duties and responsibilities within the community. 
Anglo American supports the communities where it operates by 
providing employees with paid leave to undertake civic duties, or to 
meet the responsibilities associated with the organisations they belong 
to in the community.
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ABOUT THE 
COMMUNITY

5.1 Introduction
Dawson Mine is located near the townships of Moura, 
Theodore and Banana within the Bowen Basin, Central 
Queensland. 

The towns, which were established prior to the mine, are 
considered local communities due to their proximity to 
Dawson Mine. 

5.1.1 Moura
Moura is the closest town to the Dawson Mine and has a 
population of approximately 1,800 residents. Located two 
hours’ drive from Rockhampton and 65 kilometres from 
Biloela, Moura celebrates its strong historical ties to the 
rural and resource industries. Stakeholder consultation 
found that the vision for Moura is a growing and prosperous 
town with sustainable local businesses and a population 
that lives in Moura permanently and work locally.
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5.1.1.1 Facilities and services
Moura has a modern medical centre with local doctors 
and a hospital. Moura’s medical and allied health services 
include Moura Dawson Medical Practice, Anglicare Central 
Queensland, Australian Breastfeeding Association, Blue 
Care Community Care (aged care facility), Blue Care Day 
Respite and Blue Care Meals on Wheels.

Educational options in Moura are available from 
kindergarten through to Year 12. There are two pre-
schools/kindergartens in Moura, one primary school and 
one high school. Moura State School caters for students 
from Prep to Year 6 and has approximately 250 students 
enrolled. Moura State High School caters for approximately 
170 students from Year 7 to Year 12. 

5.1.1.2 Housing and land
House prices have declined since 2016 (DNRME 2017), 
but at the same time stakeholders noted that weekly 
rent has increased. Stakeholders expressed concerned 
that, because of the fluctuations of the mining industry, 
house lending in mining towns is more difficult to obtain 
and noted that home ownership is out of reach for some 
residents. 

5.1.2 Banana
Banana is a small town located in the Banana Shire 
approximately 25 kilometres north of the Dawson Mine, 
located at the intersection of the Dawson and Leichhardt 
Highways. It is an important transport hub due to the 
intersection of the two highways and has a population of 
356 residents.

The town was established in the early 1860s, and has 
ties to the coal and agriculture industries, including beef 
cattle and broad acre farming. Banana State School 
caters for school students from prep to year seven. The 
Banana Progress Association is involved in renovating their 
community hall and holding other events within Banana. 

5.1.3 Theodore
Theodore is located on the Dawson River approximately 15 
kilometres south of the Dawson Mine and has a population 
of 438 residents. Stakeholders noted that Theodore is a 
close-knit community, and is home to Queensland’s co-
operative hotel, the Theodore Hotel and Motel. 

The community and leadership of Theodore have 
recognised that its location, natural beauty and history 
present significant opportunities to grow the tourism 
industry in Theodore (Banana Shire 2017b).

5.1.3.1 Facilities and services
Theodore has a range of government services including 
Ambulance, Banana Shire Library – Theodore Branch, 
Fire Brigade, Police, a post office and State Emergency 
Service support group. Theodore has an ageing population 
(Banana Shire 2017b), so the availability of high quality 
health services is of critical importance. The town has a 
well-equipped hospital, and a local residential doctor.

5.2 Geographic and historical context
Dawson Mine commenced operations in 1961 and is one 
of the oldest coal mining operations in Central Queensland. 
Between 1961 and 2002 when Anglo American acquired 
an interest in the mine, it had a challenging history. 

Three underground mining disasters occurred in 1975, 
1986 and 1994, which claimed 36 lives.

In 1994, former owner, BHP, ceased mining at Moura Mine 
and the area was operated as an open cut mine.

In December 2004, Anglo American and joint venture 
partner, Mitsui announced the intention to recapitalise 
existing operations at Moura open cut mine to establish 
two additional operations on adjacent tenures and a new 
CHPP and trainload out facility. The mine was rebranded 
as Dawson, and the project was completed in 2008.

Dawson Mine was the first mine in Queensland and 
Australia to export coal to Japan in 1961 and was the first 
mine to introduce draglines into its operations in 1963. In 
2011, the mine celebrated 50 years since the first shipment 
of coal to Japan.
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5.3 Demographics
The population in Moura has declined in recent years. 
Following the mining downturn in 2011, the population 
decreased from 1,899 in 2011 to 1,786 in 2016 at the 
most recent census. The community of Moura is made up 
of families, with the median age being 34 years old, slightly 
younger than the Australian median age of 38 years old 
(ABS 2016). Almost one quarter (22.4%) of the population 
in Moura are under 14 years old and 10% over 65 years 
old. The male population continues to remain higher than 
the female population with 55.5 % males and 44.5% 
females. Most residents in Moura are permanent, with 
only 14% of people in the population described as non-
residents. Non-residents are defined as employees who are 
living near their workplace at a point in time, but also have 
a residence elsewhere.

The labour market in Moura is characterised by a high level 
of employment in mining, with 33.5% of the workforce 
employed in the industry. In Australia, only 0.4% (ABS 
2016) of the workforce are employed in the mining 
industry. Unemployment has remained below the Australian 
average since 2016. Moura has an above-average weekly 
household income of $1,814, which is $376 more than the 
Australian average per week.

Figure 6: Unemployment in Moura (Source: ABS, 2016)

In Theodore, stakeholders agreed the availability of 
employment is crucial to the future of Theodore. The 
attraction and retention of young professionals and their 
families along with other trade and professional workers is 
of importance. 

5.3.1 Semi-permanent residents
Through consultation with stakeholders, a reoccurring 
concern was the work arrangements of Anglo American 
employees, principally the non-resident workforce. 
Stakeholders expressed concern regarding the mental 
health effects of long-distance work travel and perceived 
lifestyle instability. In 2015, the Queensland Government 
commissioned a parliamentary inquiry into fly-in fly-out 
(FIFO) and other long distance commuting work practices 
in regional Queensland, including mental health impacts 

(Queensland Government 2015). The government’s 
response detailed a range of measures. Anglo American 
has noted the findings and is working to address them in 
operational planning.

The parliamentary inquiry identified a range of serious 
impacts on FIFO workers and communities, and the 
Government’s response (Queensland Government 2016) 
detailed a range of measures to be adopted, including:

• Improved social impact assessments by mining 
companies

• Workforce plans that maximise the opportunity for 
local workers to get jobs

• Workers to live in local existing housing, or in purpose-
built villages, where there is community support

• Accommodation that provides a safe, clean and healthy 
environment for workers.

Further research has been produced by the WA Mental 
Health Commission in 2018 into the impact of FIFO work 
arrangements on the mental health and wellbeing of FIFO 
workers (Government of Western Australia Mental Health 
Commission 2018). 

Anglo American has noted these findings and is working to 
address them through operations planning.

5.4 Socio-political and governance 
context
Gibihi Road closure

Operations at the Dawson Mine resulted in damage to 
the Gibihi Road and its closure in November 2017. This 
created disruption for nearby families and businesses who 
depended on the road to access services in Moura and 
surrounding regions. 

Anglo American continues to work closely with Banana 
Shire Council on restoring access, taking stakeholder 
preferences and feasibility into account. The agreed 
solution was access via a new Three Chain Road. At time 
of publication, Anglo American had completed many 
activities, including a survey of the road, geotechnical 
analysis, working with landowners to discuss options, 
commencement of the procurement process for long-
lead items, such as gravel and concrete structures, and 
begun to relocate services. Construction is scheduled to 
commence in February 2019 and be completed by the end 
of 2019.

Unemployment

Moura     Australia
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5.5 Stakeholder relations, needs, issues and concerns
Stakeholders are engaged across various departments using a variety of channels and forums. 
Feedback in 2018 was a desire for greater engagement with our stakeholders so we have 
established a community shopfront and run a newsletter to improve our communication.

Stakeholder relations activities include:

STAKEHOLDER GROUP ENGAGEMENT 
ACTIVITIES

ANTICIPATED IM-
PACTS/CONCERNS

FREQUENCY OF 
ENGAGEMENT

CURRENTLY ENGAGED

Dawson Mine 
contractors and 
employees

• Newsletter • Livelihood status 
including work-life 
balance

• Working conditions 
and rights

• Health, education and 
local infrastructure

• Housing

• Community cohesion

• Monthly

Young people and 
student residents

• Visits to the schools • Recreational and 
sports opportunities

• Education quality

• Employability pathways

• Health

• As required/ad hoc

Vulnerable groups: 
Older residents, 
culturally and 
linguistically diverse 
(CALD) & differently 
abled

• Community Relations 
Specialist to 
participate in Council-
led focus groups.

• Care services (lack of 
specialists in region)

• Accessibility to culture, 
sports and community 
infrastructure

• Social cohesion

• As required/ad hoc Newly identified group

Local business owners • Community Relations 
Specialist to engage 
through meetings and 
business forums and 
business events.

• Spending patterns/
incomes of local 
residents and Anglo 
America

• Infrastructure, planning 
and services

• Diversification into 
“niche” sectors

• Tourism

• Bi-annual informal 
meetings with 
businesses

• Quarterly meeting with 
Moura Chamber of 
Commerce

• B-annual meeting with 
Theodore Chamber of 
Commerce

Traditional Owners • Environment team 
and Cultural Heritage 
Co-Ordinator schedule 
meetings

• Cultural heritage

• Land and planning

• Community cohesion

• Quarterly

Neighbours to Dawson 
Mine (landowners and 
leaseholders)

• One-to-one meetings 
with neighbours

• Newsletters

• Shop front open door 
policy

• Noise, air and water 
pollution

• Pressure on local 
resources

• Infrastructure access

• Land title changes

• Outcomes as per 
Moura residents.

• One-on-one as 
required

• Monthly newsletters

Anglo American tenants • Meeting with Facilities 
Management 
representative

• Housing

• Infrastructure

• As required/ad hoc
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STAKEHOLDER GROUP ENGAGEMENT 
ACTIVITIES

ANTICIPATED IM-
PACTS/CONCERNS

FREQUENCY OF 
ENGAGEMENT

CURRENTLY ENGAGED

Regional residents 
and otherwise self-
identifying local 
‘community’

• One-to-one 

• Newsletters

• Shop front open door 
policy

• Social media

• Housing (lack of 
affordable housing)

• Security

• Culture and heritage

• Health and sport

• Education

• Social cohesion

• Local economy

• Employment

• Environment quality/ 
resource pressures

• One-on-one as 
required

• Monthly newsletters

• As required/ad hoc

Dawson Mine Suppliers • Facilities Management 
and Supply Chain 
emails, bulletins and 
meetings

• Procurement patterns

• Housing, building or 
infrastructure that 
suppliers service 

• As required/ad hoc

Emergency Services 
(Hospital, SES, QAS, 
Police, Rural Fire 
Service)

• Community support 
group meetings

• Service pressure and 
cost

• Infrastructure quality

• Public and community 
health observations 
(indirect)

• As required/ad hoc

Health services • Community support 
group 

• health service 
committee meetings

• Health of local 
residents

• Aging population 
pressures

• Lack of specialists and 
limited infrastructure

• Accessibility for fly-in 
specialists

• Monthly meeting 
with Moura & 
District Health Care 
Association

• Monthly meetings of 
Moura Community 
Advisory Group

Education and child 
services

• Meetings with school

• Visits to school

• General meetings

• Education quality • Quarterly meetings 
with Moura Primary 
School and Moura 
State High School

Banana Shire Council 
(represent local 
residents)

• Meetings with 
Members, Mayor, 
CEO and relevant 
committees and 
officers.

• Local economy

• Infrastructure

• Civic services

• Biannual

• As required

State or Federal 
Government  
(represent local 
residents)

• Meetings with local 
Members

• Natural Resources

• Environment and 
Heritage

• Regional development 
broadly

• As required/ad hoc
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5.6 Economy livelihoods and labour force
The Dawson Mine employs a significant number of 
workers within the Banana Shire Council local government 
area. The mine employs approximately 660 staff with 
an additional 590 contractors to support its operations, 
while the estimated labour force in the Banana Shire is 
approximately 8,273 (Banana Shire 2017c). 

Dawson FTE Roles
Royalties and rates

Contractors                Employees

Figure 7: Dawson workforce 2015-2017

5.6.1 Socio-economic activities
Socio-economic impacts are tracked through company record 
keeping. Socio-economic data is reported below particularly 
in relation to Anglo American’s public contributions, local 
procurement, employment and housing. Socio-economic 
data is complemented by perceptions captured through 
consultation based on stakeholders’ experiences.

5.6.1.1 Economic contributions
Socio-economic activities flow from the operations of the 
mine, such as local procurement, and the payment of taxes 
and royalties. If managed responsibly, such activities can 
have a ripple effect such as stimulus for the local economy 
and growth in other sectors. Dawson Mine has steadily 
increased royalties and public contributions since 2015. The 
most significant increase occurred in export royalties, which 
increased from $80M to $133M between 2016 and 2017 
(see below).

Royalties - Export

Health and Safety Levy

Australian Coal Research Levy

Rates

Government Licences

Figure 8: Dawson Mine’s public contributions and export royalties 2015 - 2017
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Moranbah Grosvenor complex 
local spend

5.6.1.2 Local procurement
Dawson Mine’s local spend decreased over the last four 
years from $32.4M in 2015 to $18.7M in 2018. In 2018, 
Anglo American used 71 local suppliers, which is around 
20% of local suppliers in the Banana Shire Council local 
government area (Queensland Resources Council 2018).

Figure 9: Dawson Mine local spend 2015 - 2018

Current as at August 2018

Anglo American defines local supplier as a supplier of 
goods or services that maintains a workforce whose usual 
place of residency (i.e. where they normally live, sleep 
and eat) is located within a 125 kilometre radius of where 
the good or service is supplied. If a capable local supplier 
does not exist within the 125 kilometre radius, the radius 
should be extended progressively to the local region, then 
Queensland, then outside of Queensland, until a suitable 
supplier is identified. The current local supplier definition 
is being reviewed by Anglo American to align with the 
Queensland Government policy.

5.6.1.3 Wages
Dawson Mine’s direct salary costs (total remuneration) have 
slightly decreased since 2015, in line with a reduction in 
direct roles. $138.6M were paid in wages and employee 
benefits in 2017 (see below).

CONTRACTORS EMPLOYEES

2015 574 724

2016 518 689

2017 594 660
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IMPACT IDENTIFICATION 
AND ASSESSMENT

6.1 Introduction
This section outlines the issues 
and impacts raised by community 
stakeholders and explores the causal 
relationship between Anglo American’s 
activities in the communities and the 
socio-economic outcomes experienced 
by community stakeholders. Issues 
include stakeholder perceptions of 
impacts caused by Anglo American’s 
activities, socio-economic needs and 
concerns, trends and developments. 
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Key impacts and issues discussed 
in this section feed into the Dawson 
Social Management Plan (SMP). 
Impacts were identified through 
surveys and focus groups. Perceived 
impacts were categorised as positive, 
neutral or negative and were qualified 
using a mixture of experienced 
impacts and secondary indicators to 
balance out any protest votes.

The following section presents the 
socio-economic impacts perceived by 
stakeholders identified through the 
2018 SEAT consultation. Engaging 
with local communities at all stages 
of the mine life cycle to understand 
impacts of Anglo American’s 
operations is imperative for developing 
programs to maximise local social 
benefits. Impact pathways show the 
logical chain of causation and were 
identified by stakeholders  
(see Appendix).
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IMPACT PERCEPTION RATING KEY STAKEHOLDERS ANGLO AMERICAN  
ACTIVITIES

PERCEIVED IMPACTS

Community Engagement

Local residents Anglo American’s community 
relations activities include 
attendance and engagement 
at the Moura Coal & Country 
Festival, the Moura community 
sshopfront and Community 
Relations Specialist. In addition, 
the Dawson Community 
Reference Forum was set up in 
part to respond to the impact 
of the Gibihi Road closure. 
In particular, the Community 
Reference Forum was established 
as a mechanism to improve 
ongoing engagement with the 
local community.

SEAT consultation found that generally 
stakeholders recognised that Anglo 
American has made contributions to the 
community but feel at times that this is 
inadequately communicated. Respondents 
to the survey were aware (73%) of 
community initiatives. 

Stakeholders recognise the following 
impacts as a result of Anglo American’s 
community engagement:

• Stakeholders were positive about Anglo 
American’s contribution and attendance 
at the Coal and Country Festival and 
articulated that this should be a priority 
for Anglo American moving forward. 

• Stakeholders felt there was a lack of 
engagement and representation by 
Anglo American at community events 
as well as lack of communication by 
Anglo American in the application 
process for corporate social investment 

• The application process in obtaining 
access to Anglo American’s community 
investment was, at times, perceived to 
equate with a lack of care.

Anglo American has responded to these 
concerns during 2018 and stakeholders 
feel the opening of the new community 
shop front and greater presence from 
community representatives has been a 
positive change. Anglo American intends 
to continue this positive trajectory in 
engagement quality.

Local Economy

Local businesses, 
local business users 
(residents)

Anglo American contribute to 
the economy through its core 
activities including employment, 
business purchases and 
government payments.

The distribution of gift cards to employees 
and impacted landholders following the 
Gibihi Road accident was seen as a 
boost to the local economy and generally 
appreciated by local community members. 
However, it was noted that there were 
technical issues with payment for some 
vendors. Stakeholders also expressed 
some confusion regarding the release of 
local procurement applications, particularly 
the application timeline and communication 
channels.

Negative impact 
of Anglo American 
activities perceived 
by community 
stakeholders

Neutral impact of Anglo 
American activities 
perceived by community 
stakeholders

Positive impact of Anglo 
American activities 
perceived by community 
stakeholders
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IMPACT PERCEPTION RATING KEY STAKEHOLDERS ANGLO AMERICAN  
ACTIVITIES

PERCEIVED IMPACTS

Education and Skills

Young people, families 
and schools

Over the past few years, Anglo 
American has provided funding 
for equipment and facilities 
such as interactive whiteboards, 
reading books and flooring for 
Moura Child Care Centre. Anglo 
American has also provided 
attendance and support in the 
form of presentations at the 
schools and presence at Careers 
Days. 

Continued apprenticeship 
intakes and work experience 
opportunities are other forms 
of community contributions. As 
a responsible mine, it is critical 
to align the supply of skilled 
and qualified individuals and 
the capabilities of the current 
workforce with the mine’s current 
and future skills requirement.

Anglo American’s perceived impact on 
education and skills for young people is 
generally positive. Young people, schools 
and parents have told us that career advice 
and opportunities such as presentations 
at the secondary school, work experience 
and apprenticeships have provided career 
opportunities, morale and bigger picture 
context for young people. The outcome 
was that young people felt they have 
access to career trajectories, leading to 
aspirations and personal pride. Funding 
for facilities and equipment for the schools 
by Anglo American is well-received and 
as a result, the community has access 
to improved resources and better-quality 
education. 

Health, Safety and Services

All community Anglo American’s activities in 
health and social services include 
funding assistance for women’s 
health services, donation of funds 
to purchase new furniture for the 
Moura hospital and membership 
of the Moura Community Advisory 
Group. Anglo American’s 
involvement comprised donating 
pre-emptive safety tools, including 
funding for a thermal imaging 
camera and soft stretcher.

Stakeholders perceived the following 
impacts are a result of Anglo American 
activities in health, safety and services:

• Participation in the Moura Community 
Advisory Group has ensured good 
communication and understanding of 
community health needs. This meant 
Anglo American’s women’s services 
were well-targeted and helped enable 
negotiations with the state to provide 
funding for this service. The overall 
impact was a self-sustaining model 
where women could regularly access 
health services. 

• Support for emergency services 
has provided safety and confidence 
to the community. It was noted that 
the training of five Anglo American 
employees as SES volunteers was a 
good-use of company resources in 
providing seamless transition to achieve 
more safety coverage in the community. 

• The funding provided pre-emptive 
safety tools (thermal imaging camera 
and soft stretcher) resulting in extra 
life-saving minutes during first-
response time. This has led to further 
government funding in this area. 

Housing

Anglo American 
employees

Anglo American’s employee 
housing is based on the 
principle of building sustainable 
communities neighbouring its 
operations. Comfortable and 
dignified living conditions are of 
great importance to the wellbeing 
and satisfaction of employees.

• Stakeholders were positive about the 
housing subsidies that were provided to 
Anglo American employees as they felt 
it positively affected population growth. 
In particular, community members 
noted housing subsidies incentivised 
some residents to move permanently to 
the community.
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IMPACT PERCEPTION RATING KEY STAKEHOLDERS ANGLO AMERICAN  
ACTIVITIES

PERCEIVED IMPACTS

Employment

Anglo American 
employees, local 
businesses

Direct and contractor employment Generally, the community acknowledged 
the mining industry standards and 
other external factors that drive work 
arrangements. In particular, the community 
identified the following impacts as a result 
of Anglo American rosters:

• 7-day rosters and/or 12-hour shifts 
has led to a reduction in community 
participation; sporting and community 
groups, school enrolments, and the 
local economy. The outcome has been 
a perceived separation of families and a 
reduction in community cohesion.

• The inconsistent nature of rosters has 
meant that some parents have difficulty 
volunteering at local sporting clubs, 
impacting the sustainability of sports

• Stakeholders expressed concerns 
about community safety as a result of 
more fatigued drivers on the road after 
the 12-hour shifts. 

Environment

Local residents and 
wider society 

Mine operations Feedback collected from surveys and 
focus groups found that Anglo American’s 
impact on the environment is perceived 
by stakeholders to be negative for the 
following reasons:

• Stakeholders noted that they perceived 
the high spoil heaps created unwanted 
dust which they felt has led to negative 
health outcomes and weather changes.

• Mine water releases are perceived to 
be leading to poor cattle health as a 
result of cattle consuming mine water.

• Stakeholders felt that planned mine 
blasting could be better communicated 
with the community.
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6.1.1 Featured social initiatives 
Moura Miners Memorial

In early 2018, Dawson Mine donated $150,000 towards 
the Moura Miners Memorial. Overseen by the Moura 
Community Progress Group, the Moura Miners Memorial 
honours the lives of the 50 miners who have been killed 
since the opening of the mine in 1961. The Memorial is a 
place where families, the community and visitors can visit 
and pay their respects to each miner lost.

Coal & Country Festival

Dawson Mine continues to support the Moura Coal & 
Country Festival annually, through their contribution as a 
major sponsor. At the 47th annual festival in 2018, along 
with sponsorship, Anglo American marquees were mounted 
where festival attendees could access a free health check-
up facility – operated by the Moura & Districts Health Care 
Association (MDHCA), and provided free fruit and water. 
This healthy alternative to signature festival food was well 
received from all the community and visitors.

Moura $1 Million Community Fund 

Dawson Mine is committed to Moura and in recognition of 
the impacts following the closure of Gibihi Road, Dawson 
Mine launched a $1 Million Moura Community Fund. The 
fund has been developed to deliver outcomes that serve 
the present and future needs of the Moura community. The 
Moura Community Fund is administered by the Dawson 
Community Reference Forum (DCRF), members of the 
Moura community, representing a diverse range community 
groups. The DCRF will provide recommendations to 
Dawson on the allocation of $1 Million Moura Community 
Fund over a two-year period. 

6.2 Assessment of key issues  
and impacts
Management measures for the issues raised have been 
assessed in the SEAT process, and where gaps exist, 
we are working to strengthen our approaches. To bolster 
positive impacts and address negative areas Anglo 
American has additionally identified five priority action 
areas to support the local community over the next three 
years. 

Priority action areas were co-developed between the 
community and Anglo American staff, where community 
members shared their priority impact area themes and 
visions for the town. This information was then used as 
part of workshops held with site management to select 
priority impact areas in relation to Anglo American’s core 
capabilities and operations and the collective potential 
impact for the community. The areas selected are outlined 
below.

Local economy
Anglo American will support 
sustainable long-term local 

economy growth.

Opportunities for young people
Young people will be encouraged to pursue 

tertiary education and have access to local career 
opportunities at Anglo American.

Living locally
Increased permanent residency and local living.

Community 
engagement  

and communication
Two-way communication and 

partnerships between  
Anglo American and the  

community will exist. 

Health, safety and  
well-being

Anglo American employees, their 
families and the wider community 
will be supported to access key 

health services and facilities.
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6.3 Summary of priority issues and impacts
The following issues were identified during the SEAT consultations. Issues are 
considered areas of socio-economic material concern for the community, which 
include basic community needs, trends and developments. Key issues discussed 
in this section feed into the Dawson Social Management Plan (SMP). 

COMMUNITY FACILITIES AND ENGAGEMENT

Community vision A sense of belonging and strong social fabric.

Key issues Stakeholders raised concerns about the delay in communication in relation to the Gibihi Road closure. 
Stakeholders expressed a desire for Anglo American to be more present and engaged at community 
activities. Moving forward, stakeholders would like Anglo American’s engagement with the community to 
be proactive when issues arise.

LOCAL ECONOMY

Community vision A vibrant and diverse local economy with a range of businesses, supported by Anglo American’s supply 
chain.

Key issues Stakeholders from the Agriculture industries expressed a strong desire for the mining and agriculture to 
work together, by utilising efficient and available freight services and labour.

EDUCATION AND SKILLS

Community vision The whole community is engaged in education; there are quality and well-resourced schools with a 
broad range of subject offerings, and that the community has access to affordable childcare/outside-
school and special needs programs.

Key issues A material concern for the community is that young people have access to opportunities which allow 
them to remain in the community. Stakeholders feel that more apprenticeships could be opened to allow 
experience in other areas such as Human Resources and OHS. The key issues relating to education and 
skills are therefore diversity in school subjects, pathways for young people and childcare.

HEALTH, SAFETY AND SERVICES

Community vision Community health services are focused on preventative medicine, rather than treatment of illness.

Key issues Stakeholders expressed strong concerns regarding the shortage of specialised health services in the 
local community. In particular, the lack of aged-care for senior residents is a concern for the community 
as well as the shortage of maternal facilities in the area.

Mental health is a significant worry for the community and stakeholders indicated that roster patterns 
may be having a negative influence. The community identified opportunities for health sessions, 
campaigns and specialised outreach programs particularly mental health focused. Specifically, 
stakeholders pointed out that the community would benefit from locally-based mental first-aid training.

In addition to health concerns, stakeholders feel there is lack of safety coverage for the community, 
specifically the small amount of safety volunteers and the ability to provide safety coverage in an 
emergency. Emergency services stakeholders mentioned that in a thriving community, a reserve lists 
of SES and fire volunteers would be able to provide enough support to respond to emergencies. An 
example given was the isolation and reliance on the emergency services after the 2011 Theodore Flood.

EMPLOYMENT

Community vision A locally employed and engaged workforce, with healthy work-life balance.

Key issues Stakeholders expressed strong concerns regarding the work arrangements of Anglo American 
employees, particularly the effect on the engagement and identity of the community. Stakeholders 
expressed concerns about community safety as a result of more fatigued drivers on the road after the 
12-hour shifts.

HOUSING

Community vision Houses and businesses are full in Moura, with quality accommodation which utilises current 
infrastructure.

Key issues Stakeholders raised concerns that home ownership felt out of reach for some due to the difficulty in 
obtaining home loans as a result of the fluctuating economy in mining towns. Stakeholders proposed 
that Anglo American should continue to implement incentives for staff to live locally and investigate 
options to facilitate home ownership.
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6.4  Appropriateness of existing social economic  
benefit delivery initiatives

The table below summarises the priority issues (and impact areas) which 
emerged from stakeholder engagement and research. A comment on the 
existing management plans which are already in place to address these issues 
is made along with the risk of not addressing these issues. Further plans for 
taking action to promote positive change around the priority issue areas is 
detailed in the Social Management Plan section.

ISSUES RISK OF INACTION EXISTING MANAGEMENT PLAN AND  
ACTIONS TO MANAGE ISSUES

Partnerships

Working with the Moura Community Advisory 
Group has been an effective cross-sector 
initiative along with Anglo American’s 
leveraging of State funds for the fire service. 
Other community areas see potential for 
similar models.

Working in isolation and providing one-off 
CSI financial awards means Anglo American’s 
impact on larger systemic issues may be 
limited.

Anglo American will continue to use our non-
renewable CSI funds to work for impact such 
as community togetherness through events 
and facilities which cannot be provided by 
other means. On issues that involve multiple 
stakeholders such as youth engagement, 
education, health and housing we will work 
closely with the Council and other relevant 
bodies to form alliances that can set long-
term goals and use the strengths of multiple 
organisations to leverage impact.

Impact Monitoring

The impact of social initiatives is not tracked 
and managed outside of the SEAT three-year 
cycle.

Social impact metrics provide signals on our 
effectiveness in the community domain. To 
date Anglo American has logged CSI spend 
input data and tracked our activities. At the 
end of three-year SEAT cycles, impact is then 
broadly discussed with stakeholders.

Moving forward Anglo American will clearly 
identify the targeted stakeholders in our 
Social Management Plan, the anticipated 
outcomes and impact indicators which we 
can track on a regular basis to assess our 
effectiveness.

Population Decline

A thematic issue across all community areas 
has been the reduced population in the area.

The reduction in population in Moura is a 
risk to the provision of community services, 
local businesses and the richness of social 
experiences available to residents.

Anglo American acknowledges that this is 
a systemic issue related to the industry and 
the region and is observing the situation 
and considering it as part of future business 
strategies.

Community Engagement

Desire for Anglo American to be more present 
and engaged in community activities

Without open and proactive community 
engagement, trust, approval and partnerships 
can be at risk, jeopardising social licence to 
operate.

A Community Relations Specialist has been 
recruited who will be based in the community. 
A new office in the town has been opened to 
increase accessibility of Anglo American to 
the community. Anglo American will continue 
to support the Dawson Community Reference 
Forum to provide two-way communication and 
engagement with all sectors of the community. 
The Stakeholder Engagement Plan will 
continue to be actively managed.

Education, Skills and Young People

Diversity of school subjects, childcare and 
pathways for young people

Attraction and retention of staff is at risk if 
there is limited available schooling, childcare 
or engagement of young people.

Staff currently volunteer at the QMEA Careers 
Days. In addition, Anglo American will provide 
opportunities for staff to attend the school 
when required to promote STEM and mining 
related careers.

Health, Safety and Social Services

Access to specialised health services and the 
emergency safety coverage.

Reduced health and wellbeing in the area 
is a direct risk to Anglo American’s local 
workforce, their families and the services 
relied upon by the local community. Health is a 
priority concern for the local community.

Anglo American will continue to participate 
in health-focused community groups through 
which we have achieved funding for a new 
hospital in the area and women’s services. 
Listening to the priorities of local stakeholders 
and devising pathways towards achieving 
these goals with our partners will be our key 
method. In addition, Dawson will continue to 
support the FTire and SES services through 
partnership and consultation.
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ISSUES RISK OF INACTION EXISTING MANAGEMENT PLAN AND  
ACTIONS TO MANAGE ISSUES

Employment

Rosters reducing community participation Community capacity and cohesion between 
our employees and the local residents is at 
risk. However if Anglo American does not 
offer rosters which are appealing to the 
workforce, we risk losing skilled employees.

A consultation on the roster pattern is 
currently underway. Further action is needed 
to consider additional routes for integrating 
employees into the community in a manner 
which is appealing to everyone in the area.

Economy

The procurement process is confusing for 
local businesses and there is a desire for 
greater support between the agricltural sector 
and Dawson

The risk to Dawson of reduced local business 
activity is a reduction in business services 
available locally.

Anglo American is currently reviewing its 
local procurement policy and will look to 
accommodate businesses who find the terms 
and conditions challenging.

Housing

Home ownership is out of reach for local 
residents due to difficulties in financing

The population of the town may reduce further 
if home ownership is challenging to local 
residents.

Anglo American is currently undertaking a 
housing policy review including plans for its 
vacant lots and financing mechanisms for 
employees.

Environment

The community perceives dust to be derived 
from the mine operations and to be having a 
negative impact. 

Dawson carefully monitors and manages 
environmental impacts and has not released 
mine water in 2018. Respiratory issues 
and community health are at risk from 
environmental impacts however these are not 
considered likely. Misinformation however may 
harm the trust we share with the community.

Anglo American’s environmental management 
system will continue to be followed and 
proactive communication with the community 
on any planned or accidental impacts will be 
made.
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SOCIAL MANAGEMENT 
PLAN

7.1 Introduction
The Social Management Plan (SMP) describes 
management commitment to addressing issues, mitigating 
any negative social impacts and promoting positive 
change through Anglo American’s Dawson operations. 
The SMP pulls together priority impact areas and issues 
to be addressed.

The SMP activities are actions to address current and 
emerging community issues. The action items are to focus 
on perceived negative impacts by Anglo American and 
to continue to support activities that have had positive 
outcomes for the community.
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7.2 Management responses
The table below summarises the management measures 
identified to address each of the issues raised by external 
stakeholders during the SEAT consultation process. 

MANAGEMENT RESPONSE KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Engagement and Communication

Establish Community Office in Moura as a communications and engagement focus point All community

Implement and report on a community communications strategy

Increase employee engagement about community issues and events Dawson employees and 
contractors

Continue to grow existing partnerships and establish new partnerships with local government, 
Chamber of Commerce, health groups and community groups

Explore ways to increase volunteering by Dawson employees Dawson employees and 
contractors

Continue to support the Dawson Community Reference Forum

Senior leadership attend significant community events Dawson employees and 
contractors

Support financial investment in our local communities Dawson employees and 
contractors

All community

Local Economy

Conduct procurement consistent with the Anglo American Local Procurement Policy

Promote sustainable local enterprises by supporting projects that develop business capacity

Provide training to on-board local suppliers through contractor Social Management Procedure

Participate in community proposals with Banana Shire Council, AgForce and local agri-business 
operators explore potential for logistics alignment

Explore innovative rehabilitation opportunities

Use local spend cards as preferred option in future reward and incentive schemes
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSE KEY STAKEHOLDERS

Living Locally 

Continue to explore opportunities to support living locally. Anglo American

Dawson Community 
Reference Forum

Banana Shire Council

Work with local stakeholders to increase the range of accommodation options available to local residents Anglo American

Dawson Community 
Reference Forum

Banana Shire Council

Work collaboratively to identify and enhance the attractiveness of our local communities to attract new 
families

Anglo American

Dawson Community 
Reference Forum

Banana Shire Council

Opportunities for Young People

Promote tertiary education by offering a range of graduate and post graduate opportunities.

Explore programs to remove barriers to High School students proceeding to tertiary education

Continue to offer apprenticeships and traineeships to local school leavers

Explore community support for youth-focussed projects 

In partnership with other community stakeholders provide advocacy for youth-focused projects

Support Queensland Mining & Energy Academy activities and events

Environment

Provide community education on environmental processes related to mining at Dawson All community

Dawson employees and 
contractorsImprove reputation around spoil management and rehabilitation

Collaborate with surrounding landowner on pest control and weed management
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Health, safety and well-being

Work collaboratively with community health service groups to promote preventative healthcare and to 
attract specialist health service to our communities.

All community

Health services

Investigate programs and opportunities to support healthy activities, clubs and facilities

Investigate opportunities to provide well-being campaign to focus on mental health for employees and 
community

Increase interaction and integration between site-based safety and emergency response personnel and 
community services

Extend training and skills development opportunities to community-based emergency response personnel

Dawson mine representative on the Local Disaster Management Group (LDMG) 

7.2.1 Measuring progress
Anglo American is committed to moving to annual 
outcome reporting from three yearly SEAT reviews 
to improve the accuracy and relevancy of reporting. 
Dawson Mine aims to determine how successful they 
have been in creating difference in community areas 
and prioritising as part of SEAT.
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NEXT STEPS AND 
RESPONSIBILITY

8.1 Next steps
The SEAT Report and Social 
Management Plan will remain current 
until 31 December 2021. We will work 
toward meeting the desired outcomes 
through the implementation of the 
management actions by the end of 
this reporting period. This will involve 
an annually updated Stakeholder 
Engagement Plan that will outline 
specific actions the company will 
take each year to achieve improved 
social performance within the 
communities surrounding the Dawson 
mine. We believe that honouring our 

commitments is the only way to 
demonstrate that Anglo American 
is acting in good faith. We will 
therefore provide ongoing feedback 
on the activities undertaken 
to increase trust and goodwill 
between our operations and our 
local stakeholders. Progress on all 
objectives and management actions 
will be reported in our 2022 - 2025 
SEAT Report.
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10 Contact details
Anglo American  
Dawson Community Relations  
33 Gillespie Street, Moura QLD 4718

Mobile: 0437 169 764

www.angloamerican.com.au

11 Complaints and grievance procedure
Please direct all enquiries to:  
Dawson Community complaints and grievances: www.angloamerican.com.au/our-operations

12 Appendix: Impact pathway reported by Stakeholders
The following impact pathways capture qualitative data shared by stakeholders during focus groups 
on the difference that Anglo American activities have made in their local areas. They show a logical 
chain of outcomes that they observed or experienced as a result of Anglo American’s work. The final 
column summarises the overall impact in this area as positive (green), neutral (amber) or negative 
(red) taking into account the broader influences and data. The arrows pointing up or down indicate 
an increase or decrease in positive impact since the last SEAT report.

12.1 Community engagement and facilities

12.3 Education, skills and young people

12.2 Economy

AA communication with 
community

Apprenticeships & work 
experience

Funding for school 
facilities

Supplier contracts 
released close to Xmas

Camp accommodation
12 hr shifts

Labour-hire contracts

Lack of knowledge 
about sponsorship & 

contribution

Employment 
opportunities

Sense of purpose
Quality educaiton

Difficult for small 
businesses to repond

Decrease in family time

Workforce instability
Money flow limitation 
within the community

Uninformed perception 
about AA levels of 

contribution

Career trajectories
Young people stay in 

community

Perception that AA 
doesn’t care about small 

business

Reduced participation 
in local monetary and 

voluntary economy
Transient lifestyle

Ill feeling from 
community about  

AA staff

Enriched education 
opportunities

Reduced local 
procurement

No significant change 
to local economy 

contribution

AA activities

AA activities

AA activities

Short-term outcomes

Short-term outcomes

Short-term outcomes

Long-term outcomes

Long-term outcomes

Long-term outcomes

Impacts since 2014

Impacts since 2014

Impacts since 2014
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12.4 Health, safety and social services

12.5 Employment

12.6 Housing

12.7 Environment

Assistance with funding 
for women’s health 

services

Support fire/SES 
services

Funding for safety tools

Access to health
Enabled negotiation with 

the State

5 AA employees selected 
for volunteer roles

Seamless transition

Led to a self-sustaining 
model where women  
can regularly access 

services

Safety for  
the community

Confidence  
of community

Improved women’s  
health

Community safer from 
fires and disaster

AA activities

AA activities

AA activities

AA activities

Short-term outcomes

Short-term outcomes

Short-term outcomes

Short-term outcomes

Long-term outcomes

Long-term outcomes

Long-term outcomes

Long-term outcomes

Impacts since 2014

Impacts since 2014

Impacts since 2014

Impacts since 2014

Camp accommodation
12 hr shifts

Labour-hire contracts

Housing subsidies

Release of mine water 
into Kianga Creek

Explosions

Workforce instability
Money flow limitation 
within the community

Attracted some families 
to the area

Cattle stock consuming 
mine water
Dust clouds

Reduced participation 
in local monetary and 

voluntary economy
Transient lifestyle

Permanent residents

Poor cattle health
Reduced income
health outcomes

No significant change 
to local economy 

contribution

Employee integration
Increased housing 

vacancies and rents

Local environment  
strain
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ANGLO AMERICAN

201 Charlotte Street
Brisbane QLD 4000
GPO Box 1410
QLD 4001 Australia
T + 61 (0) 7 3834 1333 
F + 61 (0) 7 3834 1366

www.angloamerican.com.au


